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With his last breath, a dying man whispered four stunning words into Shaley Oâ€™Connorâ€™s

ear.Shaley is reeling after two murders on the Rayne concert tour. But she has no time to rest. If the

dying manâ€™s claim is right, the danger is far from over. Shaleyâ€™s quest for the truth leads to

the mysterious and wrenching past of her mother and father. Could what happened to them so

many years ago threaten Shaleyâ€™s life now?
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Still reeling from the murder spree in the first book in The Rayne Tour Series Always Watching and

from the killer's last words to her, "Your father sent me," (The long lost father she's yearned to find

out about for so long sent a killer after her? Impossible!... Isn't it?), sixteen-year-old Shaley

O'Connor struggles to keep going as the decision is made to continue the tour of her rock star

mother's band. But at the hotel after the Denver concert ends her mother gets into a shouting match

with the Cat, the despicable paparazzi who harrassed them so much in the first book he was issued

a restraining order that he's ignoring, and enraged, he pushes her in front of a car and escapes in

the confusion.With the star hospitalized the Rayne tour is over, and Shaley insists on staying in the

hospital room with her mother. Faced with their first quiet time together in years and overhearing



Shaley discussing the killer's last words to her on the phone with her friend Brittany, Rayne decides

to tell Shaley the truth about her father. Meanwhile in alternating chapters the hunt for the renegade

paparazzi continues (he's been spotted at the hospital), and the hunt for her father (or the man

claiming to be her father) begins. He just got out of prison, and readers know from his black band

headed chapters that he is determined to get to Rayne and Shaley...at all costs.Barely two days ago

when all this began, Shaley had been told that God is always watching, and now she is finally ready

to start seeking Him out, but she's not even sure how to begin,...
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